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OUTER & INNER OVEN DOOR PANELS - STAINLESS STEEL OVENS 
 
Subsequent to the instructions given below, an engineering change occurred from Serial Nº 
531 12421 to improve the tooling & quality of the outer stainless steel oven door panels. The 
outer stainless steel skin was replaced and the outer glass replaced with a full size piece of 
glass. The method of attachment of the inner panel to the outer panel at the top now utilises 
the glass-mounting bracket, which is adhered to the glass as per the full glass outer oven 
door models. 
It is therefore now necessary when replacing the outer panel on the stainless steel models 
listed below to use glass handle spacers and new handle screws: - 
 

PART Nº DESCRIPTION QTY 
0271 001 304 Spacer Handle Glass Doors 2 
0702 004 013 Screw 3/16 x 14mm Pan PH Trilob 2 

 
The form on the bottom of the current inner oven door panel has been modified in 
preparation for the introduction of the single fulcrum hinge which will be used on the new 
series ovens being introduced later this year. 
As a result of this change, the bottom flange on the stainless steel outer panel has had to be 
notched to allow assembly with the modified inner door panel. 
This means that our pre-modified stocks of panels are not compatible with new product and 
the new modified panels will not be compatible with old product. 
For any of the models listed below which require replacement of either an inner or outer 
door panel, it will therefore be necessary to replace both the inner and outer panel. 
For the correct panels refer table below: - 
 

     Panel Outer + Panel Inner 

Models: GOL472S GXL540S  Use: - 0609100231 + 0038001793 

        
Models: GOL476S GXL650S  Use: - 0609100231 + 0038001795 

        
Models: GGC643S GOC633S GSC6618S     

 GSC6638S   Use: - 0609100246 + 0038001804 

        
Models: GOC673S GSC6658S GXC643S Use: - 0609100246 + 0038001806 

 


